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The first version of AutoCAD was AutoDraft, which used an early form of a windowing user interface. All subsequent versions
have been based on a modern graphical user interface. AutoCAD is the de facto standard for drafting CAD tasks. It has in
excess of 90% market share in the commercial CAD market, being used in some 80% of all professional CAD applications
(according to market research company Forrester Research), and is the most commonly used CAD program. Main features [
edit ] AutoCAD offers a full suite of CAD features, including: Features [ edit ] Features [ edit ] AutoCAD can create a wide

variety of 2D and 3D drawings. These can be categorized as either vector or raster. Vector drawings retain their resolution when
viewed on screen or when printed. With raster drawings, the size of a pixel and the quality of its color are directly linked. When

creating 2D drawings, a common first step is to draw a rectangle, which can then be rotated, resized and moved, allowing the
user to create a variety of shapes. A section of a drawing (called a drawing region) can be selected and saved as a separate

drawing. The user can select the current drawing region and create a copy or duplicate (called a cut) of the selected drawing
region to create a duplicate. Both of these functions can be accomplished by selecting the desired region and clicking on the

Create Cut or Create Duplicate option in the drawing's Document toolbar. All such drawings in the drawing region can then be
manipulated as a group. The user can then create freehand or guided cuts, copies and duplicates of this drawing region.

Annotation features allow the user to draw any type of object, label or text directly onto a drawing. When a drawing is opened,
the user selects a drawing region, which is typically a rectangle, and begins to draw in the region. By default, annotations appear
in red in the annotation toolbar at the top of the screen. Annotations are usually displayed in black when the drawing is shown in

color. On rare occasions, AutoCAD can be used for CAD tasks other than drafting. CAD can also be done on dedicated
graphics hardware (that is, computers with graphics controllers which have graphics drivers to support a graphics application).

AutoCAD contains a number of features specifically designed for CAD work: Features [ edit ] Design [ edit ]

AutoCAD [March-2022]

Architectural and design software AutoCAD Crack Free Download includes a variety of software applications geared towards
architecture and design. AutoCAD Architecture 2010 The 2010 release includes the following applications: Architecture 2010
Architecture 2010 allows architects and building design teams to design, analyze and plan building projects. Architecture 2010

Animation provides tools for creating multi-media presentations of building projects. Architecture 2010 BIM Architecture 2010
integrates building information modeling technology, allowing architects and building designers to communicate, collaborate,
and create construction documents. Architecture 2010 Building Information Modeling Architecture 2010 provides a common

framework and a common data representation for BIM models. Architecture 2010 Desktop Architecture 2010 provides tools for
creating and modifying architectural drawings on the desktop. Architecture 2010 Elevation allows architects to plan and design

from a bird's-eye view. Architecture 2010 Drafting allow architects to create 2D and 3D models of building designs from a
number of plan or perspective views. Architecture 2010 PDF gives architects the ability to use and generate PDF reports from
AutoCAD Architecture. Architecture 2010 Ribbon Control Architecture 2010 provides a user interface similar to Windows

Presentation Foundation (WPF) in that it uses a ribbon interface for menus and toolbar controls. Architecture 2010 Site Layout
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Architecture 2010 makes it easy to move, rotate, scale and align design objects to maximize their effectiveness. Architecture
2010 Statistics Architecture 2010's Statistics application shows the overall design of a building and helps to estimate the cost,

space and materials. Architecture 2010 Volume Animate Architecture 2010 allows architects and other users to create
animation presentations using volumes and other architectural shapes. Architecture 2010 Workspace Architecture 2010 allows
architects to work on multiple projects at once and share the same files. Architecture 2010 Web Services Architecture 2010

Web Services allows architects to integrate design and management applications, such as ones from third parties, with the ability
to use the same data as a traditional CAD application. Architecture 2010 Window Layout Architecture 2010 Window Layout
allows architects to create and manipulate window layouts. AutoCAD Civil 3D AutoCAD Civil 3D is a modeling and design

application for civil engineering and construction projects that features features for geometric modeling and direct input of civil
engineering information. It includes an easy-to-use drag-and-drop interface. AutoCAD Civil 3D has a feature set that is similar
to that of AutoCAD Architecture 2010 and AutoCAD Mechanical. Civil 3D includes design features that allow for a variety of

civil engineering functions such as designing bridges, dams, buildings, etc. a1d647c40b
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On your keyboard create a shortcut to this autocad file (From the "Start" menu, on the "All programs" section click "Create a
shortcut to an application", create a new shortcut, on the shortcut properties, on the advanced tab set the "Target" as
"C:\program files (x86)\Autodesk\AutoCAD\2010\acad.exe", on the "Change Icon and Filename" tab check "Open after Run",
and on the "Shortcut key" tab enter the name you want to call the file on your keyboard (note: in my case the name of the
shortcut is "n") Press the keyboard combination CTRL+N It will open the "Creating Forms from Template" menu, click "Create
forms from template" and enter the name of your keyboard shortcut (in my case the name of my shortcut was "n", so I press
CTRL+N and it will create the menu which contains the "Create forms from template" menu and the name of the shortcut I
created before. In my case it will be "n". So I click on that menu and it will open the menu with "Create forms from template".
Then I click on "Create forms from template" and on the "Choose template" tab select the template which you want to use. In
my case I enter "n" and I click on the "Create forms from template" menu and it will open the menu with "Create forms from
template". The name of the template I select is "n", so I click on that menu and it will open the template. On the "Template" tab
check the boxes on the template you want to use, and on the "Material" tab, check the boxes on the "Material" tab of the
template you want to use. Then I click on the "Add new template" button and the box "New template name" is opened and I
enter the name you want to give to the template, in my case I enter "n", so I click on the "OK" button, it will add the new
template on the list, I click on "OK" and then I will see a new menu with the name of the template I created. On the menu I
choose the template "n" and I click on the "Add to drawing" button. You will see the "Select drawing", "Choose application" and
"Preview" menus Select the drawing you want to use and press OK, you will see the "Select drawing"

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Turn any drawing into a dynamic reference. Easily see what attributes are associated with any object or portion of your drawing,
including its annotator text, handle, etc. (video: 4:40 min.) See CAD files in real-time from within AutoCAD. Pinpoint changes
that occur to a file while you’re in the process of working with it. Markup Assist automatically highlights changes and highlights
any drawing metadata associated with it, so you know which parts of the file are affected. (video: 1:38 min.) Create complex
and even recursive datasets. Now use recursive datasets with multiple sub-datasets. In addition, you can now have nested cross-
datasets (video: 2:34 min.) Improvements to the Scaling function: You can now perform the same tasks with multiple units,
without having to do multiple scaling operations. You can also scale all parts of an object, even if they are not relative to the
same scale unit. In addition, now scale any objects before or after your scaled object, if they are not grouped. The AutoScale
function now scales in-line, maintaining the relative sizes of your object and any parts of the drawing that it is in. The AutoScale
function now allows you to choose whether the size of a group will be scaled up or down. Support for non-rectangular AutoScale
inputs. The AutoScale function now supports any linetype. The AutoScale function now works with AutoCAD’s Path finding.
You can now scale objects inside a group. AutoCAD Release Date AutoCAD is the most trusted and most widely used software
for 2D drafting, design, and digital fabrication. The AutoCAD 2023 release adds features such as dynamic comments, support
for sheet metal fabrication, new sheet set options, and improved scaling, importing, exporting, and viewing capabilities.
AutoCAD is also available as a cloud service. The new release will be available as an on-premise version and a cloud-based
version. For more information on the product and available licensing options, please visit AutoCAD at www.autodesk.com.
Time for an update? Whether you’re on a mobile device or working with a full-sized desktop, you can keep up with all the
changes that have been made
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

RAM: 2 GB (32-bit) 4 GB (64-bit) VIDEO: DirectX® 11-compatible video card with 512 MB or more of memory Sound card:
DirectX® 11-compatible sound card with at least 2 GB of memory GFX RAM: minimum 256 MB for DX11 game title Mouse:
DirectX® 11-compatible mouse or keyboard Expectation: CPU: Dual core 2.6 GHz
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